Minutes of the AES Technical Committee on Coding of Audio Signals
18th Meeting called to order at the 120th AES Convention, Paris, at 15:30, Mon 22 May
2006, by J. Herre, co-chair.
The standard agenda was approved, as mailed out previously (see annex).
The ongoing activities of the committee and other coding-related events were reviewed:
• There are 3 sessions (2 lectures and 1 poster) on Audio Coding at the convention.
• These were complemented by a (well-attended) tutorial on audio coding.
• A workshop on MPEG Surround (also very well received)
Unfortunately, the workshop happened in parallel with the coding paper sessions, such
that audience that is interested in coding had to split itself. The workshop slides will be
made available as a PDF package due to a number of requests from the audience. The
chair noted that they will be also made available on the Coding TC’s AES home page
since other web sites (e.g. MPEG Audio web site) are not maintained any more. Possibly,
also the slides from earlier AES workshops could be transferred.
The TC activities for upcoming events were discussed next:
1) 121st AES Convention
The chair noted that the proposed workshop on lossless audio coding, to be chaired by
Tilman Liebchen, has been approved by the San Francisco Convention Committee and is
well underway.
Since it appears that there are still opportunities to propose workshops for the 121st AES
convention, a repetition of the MPEG Surround workshop for the US audience was felt in
order. By the time of the convention, also the latest performance data from an official
MPEG verification test could be available. The chair will follow up on this with the San
Francisco committee.
It appears that there will be again a tutorial on perceptual audio coding offered. The chair
noted that it might be attractive to put the tutorial slides on the TC’s home page.
2) 122nd Convention
Several opportunities for contributions for next year’s convention in Vienna were
discussed:
Günther Theile proposed a joint activity with the TC on multi-channel audio to address
several questions such as “what is critical audio material for multi-channel audio
delivery?”, “Can you make sure that you can get really (near)transparent quality specifically in view of possible spatial impairments?”, “What is the equivalent of ‘EBU
Broadcast Quality’ in light of multi-channel coding?”, and “What is a good downmix?”.
The idea deserves further breeding, to happen between Günther Theile and Jürgen Herre.
Michael Kelly raised the question of how to appropriately assess the quality of coded
signals. Should the evaluation just address basic audio quality or more? How about
spatial quality?

Ricardo Garcia proposed a workshop on “development tools for audio coding” (might be
control tools, quality measurement tools, tools for testing - “what can various tools
provide to assist development of audio coding technology?”. Markus Erne reported about
an educational implementation of MPEG Audio in MATLAB, and reminded at the same
time that it was not appropriate for the TC to get into audio coding business (e.g. various
commercial tool providers or codec developers). Thus the idea evolved into something
like “Tools for education in audio coding”. The will be further developed for Vienna by
Ricardo.
3) Upcoming AES Conferences
The TC briefly noted the upcoming 2 AES Internation Conferences, both of which relate
to audio coding in some way: The 28th AES conference to be held at Pitea 7/2006 (on
“Future of Audio Technology – Surround and Beyond”), and the 29th AES conference to
be held at Seoul 9/2006 (on “Audio for Mobile and Handheld Devices”). A preliminary
technical program of the Korea conference was handed out.
There was no “any other business” (AOB).
The next meeting will be held in conjunction with the upcoming AES 121th Convention
in San Francisco in October 2006.
The meeting was adjourned at 16:40.

Annex I: Agenda
1) Approval of Agenda
2) Opening Remarks of Chairman
3) Review of recent activities for current convention / conference
• Richard C. Heyser Memorial Lecture Series
• Other activities
4) Review of / proposals for activities at upcoming conventions,
conferences, workshops etc.
• 121th AES convention San Francisco
• 122nd AES convention Vienna
• 28th AES conference Pitea (“Future of Audio Technology – Surround and
Beyond”)
• 29th AES conference Seoul (“Audio for Mobile and Handheld Devices”)
5) Any Other Business
6) Next Meeting
7) Closing of the Meeting
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